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Introduction to Special Issue
Union citizenship, first introduced in the Maastricht Treaty, confers a broad range of rights on national of the member states, including rights of movement, political rights, protection in non-EU states, and rights to petition. The relationship to national citizenship was clarified in the Treaty of Amsterdam: Union Citizenship is meant to supplement, not supplant, national citizenship. The European Union Charter of Fundamental Rights, signed and proclaimed in Nice December 2000, laid out the range of civil, political, economic and social rights conferred both to Union Citizens and other persons resident in the EU.
Even after these multiple rounds of clarification, Union citizenship raises important questions, opportunities and challenges regarding the future development of the European Union. Indeed, the significance of Union citizenship itself is contested: If Union citizenship the answer, what is the question? 
Many see Union citizenship as an instrument for creating a European 'soul', a shared feeling of "belonging to Europe". Others, perhaps rightly fearing the excesses of nation building on European soil of yore, insist that Union citizenship is and must remain a purely legal and constitutional conception. Union citizenship must on such views provide and give expression to a common European identity, while avoiding the problematic risks of ethnic xenophobia and cultural homogeneity.The contributions to this special issue of Law and Philosophy explore the plausibility and preconditions of various conceptions of Union citizenship, regarded as a response to the need to foster stability, attachment and direction to the European political order. Several papers were first discussed at the Roundtable on "European Citizenship" at the World Congress of Philosophy, Boston 1998 Support is gratefully acknowledged from 
- The World Congress of Philosophy;
- ARENA - a program of Advanced Research on the Europeanisation of the Nation State, under the Research Council of Norway; and
- the EU TSER programme (SOE 2973056) on European Citizenship and the Social and Political Integration of the European Union..
Percy Lehning develops an account of European citizenship within a contractarian theory of federalism. Federations are assessed as based on an overlapping consensus among democratic federal partners regarding the terms of their political association. In the EU, citizens' rights and identity are not solely based on their status as members of separate member states, but also as citizens of the European Union, perceived as a democratic political union.  The political theory of John Rawls identifies a plausible liberal democratic conception of citizenship that offers a strategy for developing a shared citizenship identity. On this basis, Lehning identifies several flaws in the present institutions of the EU and in the European political culture. A civil society is crucial for providing the social capital necessary for cohesion in a multicultural, trans-national federal order. Moreover, a social Europe and institutions likely to foster the requisite common identity are required. As of yet, these are insufficiently developed.Jos de Beus argues that a quasi-national conception of European identity is conducive to the rise of a democratic political union of Europe. He seeks to resolve the alleged tensions between liberal universalism and communitarian particularism. A shared and public conception of the European public interest can be reconciled with a sense of distinctive and authentic community based on equal dignity and solidarity. This liberal nationalism has moral goals, norms and virtues that are intermediate in terms of abstraction and universality. It resembles Rawls’ conception of civic friendship and justice as fairness, intermediate between minimal equality and equality of welfare. A Europe-wide sense of equal dignity and solidarity among ordinary citizens of member states and their representatives can bring about the weak cultural pluralism that is required for democratic stability, or so de Beus argues. This conception of European identity can motivate nationals to apply public reason in the emergent European public sphere, and to engage in European politics and administration. 
The passionate appeal to European political and social culture, including language, history and education, should pervade and enrich all European politics. The result should be a liberal democratic fusion of liberal democratic civil nations. However, a crucial variable is European media of communication and European associations with political objectives. It is the absence of these factors that cause the present distrust in European politics.  
De Beus seeks to rebut liberal objections against his model of democratic supranationalism. A quasi-national European identification need not repeat the dangers of member-state policies of assimilation writ large, including the revival of European demons and the diffusion of illiberal communitarianism. Supranationalism need not be overarching, organic-cultural and in-reaching. To the contrary, there is room for strategies of democratisation that exploit personal reason and choice in the process of identification with the European Union while allowing a creative role of cultural affinity, shared history and political myths.
Andreas Follesdal explores the ramifications of Union Citizenship understood as a means for fostering mutual trust in Community-level practices. A broad range of liberal views hold that Union Citizenship should draw on and foster only a limited set of shared aims, far less than that historically aimed for in European nation states. The paper focuses on the role of some notion of Citizenship in securing trustworthiness, stable compliance and willing support among Europeans for their shared institutions and practices. Such perceived needs seem to have fuelled the call for Union citizenship. Citizens must be habituated to three sets of commitments to appear trustworthy. Firstly, individuals must endorse principles of legitimacy for the political institutions and constitutional norms. Secondly, they must respect such local norms and cultural practices as are consistent with such considerations of justice. Thirdly, and going beyond "Constitutional Patriotism", Union citizens must share fragments of a justification of the principles of legitimacy. These fragments may include a conception of the proper roles of individuals, member states and the Community institutions.  If Union citizenship contributes to these sorts of commitments, it bolsters mutual trust among citizens in the good will and compliance of others. This account does not assume a moral motivation primarily drawing on a sense of community or 'thick' identity, or empathy, but instead on individuals' sense of justice and mutuality, expressing respect for others. Such public trust is required for stable European institutions of complex interdependence. Union Citizenship introduces fundamental inconsistencies in current citizenship practice both within many states and within the European Union as a whole. Discrepancies between present Union institutions and normative theories of legitimacy cannot be resolved by dismissing any attempt at bringing normative political theory to bear. To the contrary: the call for Union Citizenship seeks to exploit the resonance with received accounts of legitimate government. If resources and political will are available for building and reforming Union institutions, Union citizenship can serve as a beast of burden to facilitate mutual trust among the citizens of Europe. But only then.
Carlos Closa focuses on another role of Union citizenship. As an element of the constitutional structure of the EU, the institution of citizenship impacts on the self-understanding of individuals. The individual is neither immersed nor totally disembedded from community attachments, or an absolute determinism of a referent community on the self. Indeed, citizenship is taken as the repository and/or definition of this relationship between the self and the political community.  Based on Jürgen Habermas' notion of constitutional patriotism, Closa explores how the constitutional norms shape the forms of life of a given community and political attitudes and activities. This is also true of the European Union, where the treaties have a constitutional-like legal supremacy, though not in all fields. Their constitutional validity derives from the contracting parties, though the autonomous validity and legitimacy of EU political legal order is increasing. On this basis, Closa argues that the constitutional structure of the Union confirms a conception of citizens that allows a large primacy for  the national. But a stable union requires a different moral grounding than the accidental common national interests, and the institution of Union Citizenship supplies a basis for modulating that primacy. The rights of Union citizenship may provide such an alternative, when they lay out norms of behaviour regarding others. Union citizenship broadens the scope of application for the values of tolerance and solidarity, and challenges the reasons for constraining them to a national community.

If the present contributions assist the reader's reflections on the legitimate grounds and role of Union citizenship in creating and maintaining a legitimate European Union, this special issue has achieved its purpose.
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